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delivering sense out of nuisancedelivering sense out of nuisance

There is no better way but to start a conversation on cricket. Across the

country, cricket is one of the most anticipated sports, and Sachin has

been a master at it. This makes me remember the date on which Sachin

scores his 100th. Following this feat in the Asia Cup, many companies

started to use twitter as a medium to express congratulations and to

promote themselves with witty tweets. Then came a tweet from Bajaj

Allianz, which created a huge buzz in the hearts of Sachin's fans, but not

for the right reason. 

They tweeted:

"Congrats to Sachin for his long

awaited 100th ton. Now don’t delay

your retirement planning." 

A large number of people came forward to criticize Bajaj Allianz's

marketing maneuvers. The outrage was so great that they finally had to

issue an apology tweet. 

So..... where did they go wrong? 

 

 

#RetireRich #JiyoBefikar
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Poor choice of words 

They shouldn't have added the words

"don't delay your retirement" especially

when you are congratulating someone

for their accomplishment. In spite of

the fact that it was meant for the

public, it looked like a direct attack on

the master blaster. 

Partial truth

Sachin was likely in his late

career and even his 100th

hundred was a bit slow, he

wasn't that fearsome youngster

who could cover any bowler,

yes, he was still the god of

cricket but his time was almost

up, and all the fans knew about

it, but again as it is always

mentioned “Sachai hamesa

kadvi hoti he” (Translation –

Truth always taste bitter) and

no fans really wanted to taste

that at least not in that evening.

As a result, it almost looked like

a punched down humor. 

Lessons to be learned from this 

Your choice of words is crucial - A social

media presence is one of the most

prominent indicators of your brand's

presence. That's why brands should

provide someone else with proofreading

assistance next time they post something,

because one tweet can make or break

their entire reputation. 
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Next on the list is our all-time favorite eating joint McDonald’s, in full

McDonald’s Corporation. It is an American fast-food chain that is one of

the largest in the world, known for its hamburgers. Serving billions of

people, McDonalds has played an important role in shaping unhealthy (but

delicious) eating habits. 

The joint too has been involved in a number of lawsuits and infamous legal

cases many of which have involved trademark issues, however their

#McDStories Twitter campaign smoothly secures the title of "The

biggest corporate PR disaster in history”. 

hoops!!
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Lessons to be learned from this – 

No matter what some social media guru

told you, Twitter is not just a marketing

amplification engine. It’s a bunch of

people, sharing things they think are

worth sharing. Trying to start a

McDonald’s appreciation hashtag is like

the smelly, creepy kid running a write in

campaign for Prom King — not gonna

work, and probably gonna backfire.

People don’t start liking you just because

you suggest a way to express their

admiration. 

They envisioned people sharing a bunch of fond memories with their Mc

burgers and some Big Mac lovers, and even imagined this campaign would

eventually open the doors for people all over the world to share their short

and sweet stories. Unfortunately the result was disastrous, they were

heavily trolled on social media not only that but #McDStories was quickly

overrun with the grossest, weirdest McDonald’s non-appreciation its non-

fans could come up with. 
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Last but not the least, the World famous bank JP Morgan too faced severe

twitter failures. One such incident which happened on 6th of November

will be remembered by JPMorgan and Twitter for a long time, but not for

the same reasons. Twitter went public at 9 a.m. the same morning, with

JPMorgan funding the deal. JPMorgan sent out a tweet from its corporate

account a few minutes later that had nothing to do with the IPO.     

 The tweet appeared to be harmless. 

One of the bank's executives will host a live

Twitter Q&A regarding leadership and career

advice. Participants were encouraged to submit

questions using the hashtag

One week later, JPMorgan sent out a reminder tweet: 

#AskJPM. 

“JPMorgan VC Jimmy Lee is taking over

@JPMorgan   on   11/14.  Tweet Qs   using

#AskJPM. 
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While the first tweet received very little attention, the second became

viral. Within 24 hours, the #TheAskJPM hashtag had generated 18,669

tweets, none of which were what JPMorgan had hoped for. The hashtag

was hijacked by Twitter users all around the world, who took advantage of

the occasion to slam the bank's ethics. 

Within hours following the second post, JPMorgan realised that its Twitter

experiment had morphed into a Frankensteinian monster it couldn't

manage, and the Q&A was cancelled. 

This is the kind of venomous

blowback that PR professionals

dread. That isn't to say JPMorgan

doesn't deserve to be chastised.

The bank has been the subject of a

number of criminal investigations,

including one into alleged bribery

in Asia and another into its ties to

Ponzi scheme mastermind Bernard

Madoff. 

Things to learn from JPMorgan’s mistake 
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1. Big companies attract big audiences: 

The larger the brand, the more difficult it is to fall. When a firm with more

than one million consumers takes the stage in front of a large audience,

they can expect to be heckled. In January 2012, McDonald's sponsored the

hashtag #McDStories to solicit favorable feedback about its locations.

Instead, responders made jokes about obesity and dog food, prompting

the company to call off the offer less than two hours after it began. 

2.Always consider the "worst case" scenario: 

Many social media strategists have rose-coloured glasses on. They can

only see the benefits: more "Likes," "followers," and "brand

engagement." Don't fall into this snare. You must be aware of the

drawbacks, as with any company venture. As easily as it may be used to

establish your online reputation, social media can be utilised to rip a brand

apart. 
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3. Your hashtags may get hijacked: 

Months of planning can go into a social media campaign, only to see it all

go down in flames when your hashtag is hijacked by snark and sarcasm. If

you don't want your hashtags to be utilised in the wrong way by the wrong

people, don't use them. Hashtags are fraught with danger. 

4. Walk away from bad ideas: 

Professional creatives who get

compensated for their ideas are

aware of two important success

factors. To begin with, the only

way to have a good idea is to

have a lot of them, because the

majority of your ideas will be bad. 

Second, you must be willing to abandon terrible concepts. Just because
you've put a lot of time and effort into something doesn't mean you have
to see it through to completion. This is one thing JPMorgan did correctly. 
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